CHEMICAL ENGINEERING  
INDUSTRIAL 12 MONTH PLACEMENT STUDENT

ABOUT US  
Seqens Custom Specialities (Chemoxy International Limited) is one of Europe’s largest contract manufacturers with more than 150 years of operating experience. It has two sites on Teesside employing over 160 people. It has a long established reputation for technical excellence, confidentiality and EH&S compliance.

Our Middlesbrough site has been carrying out distillations since 1868 and our Billingham site was added to the portfolio in 1994. Chemoxy is now one of Europe’s largest providers of custom manufacturing services to blue chip petrochemical and speciality chemical companies as well as to smaller companies with niche applications.

We like to build partnerships with our customers and we work closely with their technical teams to develop innovative solutions to operating challenges. We enjoy long term relationships on many levels with our customers and we pride ourselves on our integrity, customer focus and reliability, amongst many other attributes.

ABOUT THE ROLE  
Seqens is a great place to work as a Chemical Engineering industrial placement student, you will report to the Operations/Engineering Manager and work alongside a highly experienced team of Plant Managers and Process Development Engineers.

The successful candidate must be committed to safety and have knowledge of fundamental Chemical Engineering principles.

The ability and knowledge to contribute to the design and specification of process plant equipment items would be desirable, along with a good understanding of computer modelling and simulation.

You can expect to gain a wide range of industrial experience covering activities such as plant modifications, operating procedures, equipment/new process commissioning, process optimisation, troubleshooting, process safety studies, etc….

The placement will commence in June/July 2019 and will involve working on both the Middlesbrough and Billingham sites, hence travel between the sites will be necessary.
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ABOUT YOU

If you are a talented undergraduate expecting at least a 2:1 in Chemical Engineering, we can offer you an exciting and challenging 12 month industrial placement which will reward you with a wide variety of experience. This is a role where you will need to get involved! You’ll work hard, but will enjoy learning. You will need to be confident, articulate and able to work alongside a variety of different technical and non-technical colleagues.

Requirements

- Expect to achieve a minimum of a 2:1 degree in Chemical Engineering.
- Good interpersonal skills.
- Must be eligible to work in the UK.
- Excellent communication skills both written and verbal.
- Good I.T. (including process modelling/simulation) and practical skills.

To apply for this role please send a CV and covering letter to: careers@chemoxy.com

Closing date for applications is: **Wednesday 17th April 2019**.

Interviews will be held in April or May 2019 and the successful candidate will start in June/July 2019.

Your letter must cover the following points:

- Why you would like to work for our company.
- What makes you the best candidate for this role.

This is a 12 month placement and you will be paid via an agency.

*Please note that only candidates shortlisted for interview will be contacted.*

**STRICTLY NO AGENCIES**